We have employed x-ray spectroscopy to probe the charge changing process only in the bulk of the foil when swift heavy ions pass through it. In contrast, the electromagnetic methods take into account integral effect of the charge changing process in the bulk as well as the charge exchange phenomenon at the surface of the foil. Thus, the difference between the mean charge states so measured from the two methods disentangles the charge exchange phenomenon at the surface from the charge changing process in the bulk and, provides opportunities to refine the understanding of ion-surface interactions. Very surprisingly, up to tens of electrons per event participate in the charge exchange phenomenon during swift heavy ion-surface interactions. This finding has been validated with a series of experiments using several ions (z = 22-35) in the energy range of 1.5-3.0 MeV/u and also verified theoretically with Fermi-gas model. Interestingly, such unusual charge exchange phenomenon could play significant role in x-ray emission of many astrophysical environments, infrared emission bands from range of environments in galaxies, accelerator physics, ion energy losses in solids, heavy ion cancer treatments, inner shell ionization by heavy ions, and surface modifications in nano scale.
atom (gas) as well as ion-solid collisions. The number of electrons captured by the projectiles in ion-atom collisions is dictated by its charge state as well as target nuclear charge. However, the capture process in ion-solid collisions is independent of target nuclear charge owing to dangling electrons at the solid surface.
Irrespective of initial charge state, slow highly charged ions (v p < v 0 , v p =ion velocity and v 0 =Bohr velocity) tend to acquire neutrality after passage through a thin foil [1] . Furthermore, the relative contribution of the electron capture process in the bulk and at foil surface remains unaccounted. In order to investigate only the surface contribution, the scattering of multi charged slow ions incident on a metal surface at glancing angles is considered [2] . Even though, highly charged relativistic ions at normal incidence are found to capture several electrons after passage through a thin foil [3] , the net electron capture contribution at the exit surface remains still unknown. To deduce it experimentally, a clear distinction between charge states of the incident and emerging ions is necessary and hence, multi-electron heavy ions are preferred as projectiles. This, in turn, enables us to distinguish ion-surface interactions at the entrance and exit surfaces. In this letter, a clear evidence of the net electron capture contribution at the exit surface is showcased with the multi-electron, swift heavy ions (SHI).
At intermediate energies (v p > v 0 ), the x-ray spectra of highly charged ions in post foil interactions account for charge states much higher [4, 5] than that measured usually by electromagnetic methods [6] . The two methods are distinguishable in terms of the distance between source and detector. This distance for beam-foil spectroscopy is of the order of mm, whereas the detector is placed a few meters away from the source for electromagnetic methods. To analyze the charge state of the multi-electron projectile ions right at the beam-foil interaction region, the x-ray spectroscopy method [7, 8] is utilized. Several electrons from the entrance surface are captured by the projectile ions in their high Rydberg states, which are re-ionized along with ionization of the projectile ions at high frequency, ion-solid collisions in the bulk. The higher charge state of the emerging ions so formed undergo multi-electron capture (MEC) processes in the high Rydberg states at the exit surface of the foil [9] . The high Rydberg states are long lived and therefore, the signature of their existence is hardly traceable in x-ray spectra recorded for ion-solid collision region. The REC process does not undergo any excitation mechanism and thus, is instantaneous, producing no lifetime structure. Also, REC structure is distinguishable from primary x-ray peaks. Therefore, the ions undergone to REC process further experience the interaction with the exit surface to capture the electrons in high Rydberg states.
Hence, the primary peak in the x-ray spectra recorded during the ion-solid collisions demonstrate the charge changing processes only in the bulk. Whereas, the electromagnetic methods [6] measure integral effect of the charge changing process in the bulk as well as the charge exchange phenomenon at the surface of the foil. Therefore, the difference between the mean charge state measured only in bulk (q b m ) and, in both the bulk and exit surface (q t m ), can shed light on the CX at the exit surface.
Interestingly, an improved empirical formula constructed from a large set of experimental charge-state distributions analyzed by electromagnetic methods [10] shows good agreement with experimentally measured integral effect in charge change of the projectile ions. To the best of our knowledge, no theory has been developed until now to quantify the charge changing process in the bulk owing to the scarcity of the measurements [11] . Recently, an extensively used x-ray spectroscopy technique [8] , which rescues all challenges, has been employed to determine the q b m for several ions (z = 22-35) in the energy range of 1.5-3.0 MeV/u. With great surprise, we notice that simple Fermi-gas model explains entire data set very well. This development enables us to assess theoretically the CX contribution only at the exit surface.
Several ion-solid collision experiments were carried out using 15 [7, 12, 13] is employed and its details is given elsewhere [8] . During experiments, the pressure in the vacuum chamber was maintained around 1 × 10 6 Torr. Two germanium ultra-low-energy detectors (GUL0055 and GUL0035, Canberra Inc., with a 25 m thick Be entrance window, resolution 150 eV at 5.9 keV, and constant detector efficiency in the range of 5 to 20 keV) were placed at right angle to the beam axis. While, the target foil holder was kept at 45
• to the beam axis and a set of collimators were used to restrict the scattered x-rays recorded by the detector. Hence, only the prompt x rays are allowed to enter into the detectors through thin mylar windows of 6 µm thickness. The Doppler broadening is maximum for this geometry, whereas the first-order Doppler shift is zero and, depending on the beam energies, the second-order shift appears at the fourth or fifth decimal place confirming the requirement of no further corrections. The detectors were calibrated with different radioactive sources like 55 Fe, 57 Co, and 241 Am before as well as after the experiments to check the systematic errors in the spectra and no significant deviations were noticed. The NRC processes at the exit of the target surface involve high Rydberg states and do not influence the prompt x-ray spectra at all.
Thereby, in contrast to the conventional electromagnetic methods accounted for aggregated effects of charge changing processes in the bulk as well as the charge exchange phenomenon in the exit surface, the present x-ray technique showcases an account for the charge changing processes only in the bulk.
A series of ion-solid collision experiments were carried out with various ion species and taking the advantage of analysis made in our earlier studies [8, 13, 14] , the mean charge state of the projectile ions in the bulk of the carbon foil was measured from the centroid of the Kα x-ray peaks. The fitting error in the centroid energy is found to be less than 1%. The amorphous carbon foils used in all experiments showed excellent electrical conductivity and could be approximated to the metal behaving like an electron gas at high temperature and pressure. In these beam-foil experiments, the swift ions interact with bulk Fermi electrons (velocity ≈ v F ) [15] . Further, the impact of interaction depends upon the beam 
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Comparison of experimentally governed (empty symbols) and theoretically estimated (filled symbols) q b m s for various projectile ions as a function of beam energies. The Fermi-gas model was used for theoretical estimations. The projectile ions are specified with their elemental symbols. E and F in the parentheses represent the experiment and Fermi-gas model, respectively. The uncertainties are within the symbol size. 
Where z P is the nuclear charge of the projectile ions and v F =2.61×10 6 m/sec for amorphous carbon foil [16] . The theoretical values of q for beam energies > 2 MeV/u. The dynamic screening of the projectile charge by the electrons in the solid target [15] and transient electric field acting on the heavy ions during deceleration in the dense medium [17] seem to put a small perturbation on projectile charge evolution inside the solids. Equation (1) is valid only for v p > v F and equilibrium foil thickness, for which a number of collisions take place and the projectile charge attains a kind of saturation.
We also made an attempt to compare the q improved formula [10] , a case study of the copper beam on account of mean charge state using various approaches is summarized in Fig. 2 The energy loss by SHI is mostly in the bulk and only a small fraction of it takes place at the exit surface [18] . The loss in both regions depends on the charge state of the ion in the bulk [19, 20] , which is far different from its value during incidence as well as emergence of ions. This behaviour is well explained by the Fermi-gas model and hence finds wide applications in important research fields, for example, calculations of stopping power [19, 21] and innershell ionization in solids [22] . Also, this information is useful in calculation of the biologically effective dose not only in the target region but also in the entire irradiation volume during heavy ion cancer treatment [23] .
In Fig.3 Because of the fact that Auger rates are high for low z p , low for high z p , and moderate for intermediate z p , the data points governed by Schiwietz formula are fitted well with two straight lines as shown in Fig.3(a) . With similar analogy, N e c reflects the variation of Auger and radiation decay rates with z P . In contrast, the q b m data fit well with a straight line implying that the charge changing process in the bulk is independent of the decay modes because fast Auger transition is not possible at high frequency, ion-solid collisions.
In astronomical environments, the CX is an important aspect of atomic collisions in gas phase [24] . Besides, it plays a significant role in ion-solid collisions because of the existence of amorphous and crystalline silicates, refractory oxides of magnesium, aluminum, silicon, and iron in the majority of O-rich envelopes, and, SiC in C-rich and AGB stars [25] . Further, amorphous organic solids, widely observed in a range of environments in the galaxies [26] are also heavily influenced by CX. Apart from this, CX is significant in basic and applied physics, viz., surface modification of solids by SHI at nano scales [27] [28] [29] [30] .
As bulk and surface for gas targets are undefined, the concept of only mean charge state (q m ), which is analogous to q t m in solids, is introduced. Generally, the q t m in solid is expected to be higher than that in gas target [10] because of the high density. However, this fact is not true as in experiments, rather a bit higher value of q m is observed [31] . This effect is attributed to the CX at exit surface in solids. Therefore, the surface contribution is extremely important in deciding the charge strippers for accelerators [32] .
Having charge exchange at the exit surface, the resulting ions have to elapse a long while before they are counted in the detector placed at the focal plane.
In this duration, the z p dependent auto-ionizing decay is highly probable. In the fourth stage, as highly charged ions cross the exit surface, many electrons can be picked up and placed in the high lying states including the Rydberg and circular Rydberg states. The properties of the states so formed can differ depending on z p . Up to z p = 15, Auger rates are many orders of magnitude higher than radiative decay rates. For z p ≈ 25, the Auger or radiative decay rates are comparable. In contrast, for z p ≥ 47, radiative decay rates are many orders of magnitude higher than Auger rates and the high lying states so formed are termed as circular Rydberg states, possessing highest magnetic quantum number as observed in several experiments [9, 33] . These states undergo neither Auger transition nor fast radiative decay because of restriction on the dipole selection rules ∆l = ±1. They decay only through a cascading chain and take a considerable time to relax into the ground states. The decay through chain also continues during flight between source and detector. If time taken by the projectile ions to reach to the detector is more than the cascading time, i.e., T (n, l) > τ (n, l), where τ (n, l) is the lifetime of the circular Rydberg state with quantum numbers n and l, the ground state is achieved. Otherwise, the state lies somewhere in the middle of the cascading chain as shown in the fifth stage of the model. Whatsoever, the ionic state of projectile remains intact as seen by the electromagnetic analyzer.
To conclude, the electromagnetic methods for charge state analysis provide an integral measure of the charge changing processes in the bulk and charge exchange phenomenon at the exit surface of the foil. However, disentangling these two contributions are essential for many applications, e.g., x-ray emission of many astrophysical objects, the infrared emission bands from range of environments in the galaxies, accelerator physics, ion energy losses in solids, cancer therapy and ionization by heavy ions, and the surface modifications in nano scales. Accordingly, we have employed the x-ray spectroscopy technique to measure the mean charge states of swift heavy ions evolved due to the charge changing process only in the bulk of the carbon foils. We find that the mean charge states so measured by the two methods are very different, because x-ray technique takes account of q 
